21 North Main Street  Waterbury, Vermont 05676
Phone: (802) 917-2001  www.leenv.net

July 29, 2019
Emily Nosse-Leirer
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission
110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, Vermont 05404
RE: Work Plan and Price Proposal for Brownfields Phase II Environmental Site Assessment
Burlington City Arts Studios, 405 Pine Street, Burlington, Vermont
Dear Emily,
LEE is pleased to present this price proposal and the attached work plan for a Brownfields Phase II
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) at 405 Pine Street. The work plan describes the technical
approach to addressing Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) identified in the Phase I ESA
report. Please look these materials over and let me know if there are any questions. To engage the
work, please issue a task order per the Master Services Agreement and we will get started as soon
as possible.
Pricing
LEE will perform the Brownfields Phase II ESA on a fixed price basis, which includes all labor,
equipment, and expenses: $24,400.
Assumptions:
This pricing is provided subject to the following assumptions:
•
•

•

EPA/DEC approves the work as written.
The cement floor is <2’ thick. All drill cuttings and purge water are disposed of on site. If
LEE needs to drum the investigation derived wastes and/or dispose of them in a different
manner, there will be additional charges for that.
The final report is issued electronically in PDF format. Hard copies can be provided for an
additional fee to cover the printing.

Please call with any questions. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Alan Liptak, CPG, PG, EP
Senior Geologist
LE 19-134
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
LE Environmental (LEE) of Waterbury, Vermont has prepared this work plan for a
Brownfields Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (Phase II ESA) at the
Burlington City Arts Studios, 405 Pine Street, Burlington, Vermont (Site). This work
plan was prepared for the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission
(CCRPC) following a request on July 19, 2019. This work is supported by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the CCRPC, and the nineteen member
municipalities in Chittenden County. CCRPC is funding this work via EPA
Brownfields Assessment Grant # BF-BF00A00483. A Site location map is included in
Appendix A.
LEE completed a Phase I ESA in July 2019. The property includes an approximately
32,000 square foot warehouse on a 2.2-acre parcel of land on the west side of Pine
Street. Currently, Burlington City Arts occupies approximately 7,500 square feet of
the facility and operates it as studios for printmaking, clay, digital and darkroom
photography, painting and drawing, and jewelry. The Pine Street facility serves
adults and children through classes and camps.
The remainder of the facility is unused warehouse space most recently occupied by
a vending machine service company. Burlington City Arts does not currently use
hazardous substances or petroleum products in its operations. Only de minimis
quantities of petroleum products and hazardous substances were observed in the
building that was occupied by Farrell Vending until 2017.
A small building was located on the property’s southwest corner between 1938 and
1942, until between 1974 and 1981. The past uses of this building are not known,
and there is no visual evidence of the building’s foundation – the area is covered in
pavement. The remnants of a historic rail spur cross the property near Pine Street.
Steel rails and the remnants of railroad ties are visible at the ground surface.
The property was undeveloped in 1857 and 1862. By 1869, lumberyards occupied
the property. Shepard and Morse Lumber Company owned the property from 1879
until 1942 (63 years). The 1885 and 1889 Sanborn Maps show the property
occupied by lumberyards. Both these maps show the office/shed at the southwest
corner of the property with “Hand Grenades” indicated (fire suppressors). The small
office structure at the southwest corner of the property first appears on the 1872
map. The 1894 and 1900 Sanborn Maps show a lumberyard on the property but the
office/shed is no longer depicted. In 1906, the lumberyard was no longer present,
and the property had several boathouses on its western end.
In 1912-1938, the property was vacant except for a rail spur at the east side. The
Farrell family acquired the property in 1942. The property was vacant in 1942 and
1950 except for a shed on the west end of the property.
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City directory listings show Farrell Beverage Manufacturing at 405 Pine Street for
the first time in 1951. A bottling works plant is shown on the 1960 Sanborn Map at
the northeast corner of the property. By 1978, this building had expanded to
encompass nearly all of the eastern side of the property. The property owner
indicates that the bottling plant operated until 1982, at which time the building
became a warehouse. From 1995-2017, it operated as a vending machine office and
distribution center. The building footprint remained unchanged through 2019.
Burlington City Arts shipped several hundred pounds of silver-containing hazardous
wastes from this location in 2017 and 2018, and is included in the RCRA database as
a CESQG. 405 Pine Street is included on the EPA’s asbestos database for removal of
400 square feet of asbestos containing materials in 2017.
No tanks or drums were observed on the property. Floor drains were present inside
the building and one sump is present at the western end of the warehouse.
Processes in the vicinity of the floor drains and sump did not appear to pose a
significant environmental threat.
The Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) is not aware of
previous environmental assessments on the property, according to the DEC’s
project manager. LEE did not encounter prior environmental assessment data for
the property during the Phase I ESA.
The adjoining property to the west is the Pine Street Canal Turning Basin. The
adjoining property to the west is an EPA Superfund Site undergoing active remedial
monitoring. The primary contaminants of concern are coal tar, benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, xylene, naphthalene, styrene, metals and cyanide. Groundwater below
the Pine Street Canal Superfund Site has been re-classified to Class IV (non-potable)
status.
The property is not within the boundaries of the current Pine Street Canal
Superfund Site as defined in the most recent 5-year Superfund Review Report
(2016). The compliance groundwater monitoring network is more than 500 feet
from the property. There is a Grant of Environmental Restrictions and Right of
Access on record for the property. The restrictions include: no residential or day
care uses; no use of groundwater on the property; no excavations greater than 5’
deep on the property except in certain circumstances; no recontamination of the
property or activities that would change the hydrogeology of the property to allow
contamination to flow to Lake Champlain; and, granting of access for environmental
observation and monitoring.
Current adjoining property uses to the north (377 Pine Street) include a market,
stained glass studio, a bagel café, and brochure distribution. Past adjoining property
uses included coal and oil distribution, and lumberyards. The coal and oil distributor
operated on site for at least 75 years (1911-1986). This property is on the DEC’s
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UST registry. Three USTs were removed in 1986 and there is indication that soil
contamination was detected during the removal. This property is also a former
RCRA CESQG. Hazardous wastes were generated and shipped in 1986.
Current adjoining property use to the northeast (382 Pine Street) includes a bakery.
Past adjoining uses included food manufacturing, storage, and an audio store. The
food related uses of the building have taken place for nearly 100 years (1920present). The DEC notes the presence of a possible dry cleaning plant at 7 Marble
Avenue in 1987-2002 (east side of the building at 382 Pine Street; Gaslight Home
Style Laundry).
Current adjoining property uses to the southeast (400-408 Pine Street) include Arts
Riot, a performance venue and restaurant. Past adjoining site uses included various
services and manufacturing. The dominant historical use was the Whiting Brush
Fiber manufacturing company that operated for at least 70 years from 1894-1965.
EDR notes the presence of a possible dry cleaning plant at 418 Pine Street in 19741980 (Able Carpet and Drapery Cleaners).
Current adjoining property uses to the south (431-453 Pine Street) include the
Maltex Building, commercial offices and a performance venue. Past adjoining site
uses included cereal manufacturing, brush manufacturing, yacht building, and
storage. The dominant historical use was cereal manufacturing for at least 50 years
(1900-1951). This property is a state-listed hazardous site (#2004-3192) due to the
presence of coal tar wastes. The adjoining property is also a former RCRA CESQG
and waste manifest location.
LEE identified five Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) during the Phase I
ESA:
1. Proximity of the property to the adjoining Pine Street Canal Superfund Site.
2. Historic storage and possible use of fire suppression “hand grenades” likely
containing carbon tetrachloride.
3. Proximity of the property to three potential historic dry cleaning plants less
than 500’ away.
4. Proximity of the property to a historic coal and oil storage facility to the
north (Citizens Coal and Oil).
5. Potential for elevated concentrations of urban soil constituents in excess of
statewide background concentrations due to historical land uses.
A Phase II ESA is recommended to determine whether contamination is present on
the property due to the identified RECs.
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2.0 PROPOSED WORK SCOPE
LEE will perform a Phase II ESA on the Site to address the RECs identified in the
Phase I ESA report. The following work scope tasks will be performed.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Site-Specific Quality Assurance Project Plan Addendum (SSQAPP Addendum)
Soil boring advancement and groundwater monitoring well installation
Collection and testing of soil samples for soil contaminants of concern
Sampling and testing of groundwater monitoring wells for groundwater
contaminants of concern
5. Installation of sub-slab vapor pins and sub-slab soil gas testing
6. Data validation and preparation of a summary report
7. Meeting with CCRPC to present findings and conclusions
2.1

SSQAPP Addendum

LEE will prepare a SSQAPP addendum for approval by the DEC and USEPA Region 1.
The SSQAPP addendum will compliment LEE’s approved generic QAPP document
(RFA 19093). The SSQAPP addendum will be submitted to USEPA and DEC and LEE
will respond to any comments made during review.
2.2

Pre-Excavation Activities

Prior to the initiation of subsurface activities, LEE will premark the proposed soil
boring locations and obtain a Dig-Safe number. A site specific Health and Safety Plan
will be developed and reviewed by field staff prior to exploratory work. The City of
Burlington Public Works Department will be contacted to discuss the work scope
and any potential utility conflicts.
2.3

Soil Boring Investigation

LEE proposes to conduct a soil boring investigation to evaluate the Site’s soil, soil
gas, and groundwater quality. A truck mounted geoprobe drill rig will be utilized to
advanced eight soil borings at the locations as shown on the Phase II ESA Site Map in
Appendix B. Drill cuttings will be disposed on site. The boring locations and planned
well installations are summarized in the following table.
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Boring #
SB-1

Location

Purpose

Southwest
Corner
Northwest
Corner
North side

Assess coal tar/PAH
presence

SB-4

Northeast
Corner

SB-5
SB-6
SB-7

East side
Southeast
corner
South side

SB-8

West side

Assess soils along
historic rail spur and
roadway. Assess
impact of potential
upgradient sources
of contamination.
Assess soils along
Maltex property line
Assess coal tar/PAH
presence

SB-2
SB-3

2.4

Assess petroleum/
PAH from
neighboring Site

Probable
Depth
12 feet

GW Wells Planned?
Yes, GMW-1 and -2 to gauge
water quality in probable
downgradient locations
Yes, GMW-3 to gauge water
quality cross gradient from
historic petroleum USTs
and coal storage
Yes, GMW-4 to gauge water
quality in a probable
upgradient location
No
No
No
No

Soil Sample Collection and Testing

Continuous soil sampling will be conducted during soil boring advancement. Soil
samples will be screened for VOCs using a calibrated photoionization device (PID).
One soil sample from each boring will be collected for laboratory analysis of soil
COCs including the following constituents and a duplicate will be collected (total of
nine samples):
•
•
•
•

VOCs via EPA Method 8260c
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) via EPA Method 8270d
RCRA 8 Metals via EPA Method 6020
Polychlorinated biphenyl compounds (PCBs) via EPA Method 8082

Samples will be submitted to Eastern Analytical Laboratories of Concord, New
Hampshire (EAI) for analysis. The samples will be collected from the soil horizon
exhibiting the greatest degree of contamination in the field as evidenced by PID
reading, staining, or odor. If there is no indication of contamination, then the soil
sample will be collected from 0-1.5’ bg to gauge surface soil conditions.
2.5

Groundwater Monitoring Well Installation, Sampling and Testing

Groundwater monitoring wells will be installed and groundwater testing will be
conducted. LEE plans to install groundwater monitoring wells in four of the
proposed soil boring locations as indicated in the table above. 1” diameter PVC
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groundwater monitoring well will be installed in the soil borings. Each well will
have up to a 10’ well screen spanning the water table. Each well will be developed
following its installation with a peristaltic pump. The locations of the monitoring
wells will be measured/surveyed and incorporated into a site plan.
Approximately one week after well installation, LEE will collect groundwater
samples using low-flow sampling techniques. Prior to groundwater sample
collection, depth to water and depth to product (if present) will be measured in
from the top of casing reference point. These data will be used to calculate the water
level elevations and to determine the groundwater flow direction and horizontal
gradient beneath the site.
Groundwater samples will be collected from the monitoring wells using a peristaltic
pump. Purge water will be disposed of on site. Purging will take place at 200
milliliters per minute or less until stabilization of pH, conductivity, turbidity and
temperature have taken place, or one hour, whichever comes first. All samples will
be analyzed for VOCs via EPA Method 8260c and RCRA 8 metals via EPA Method
6020. A duplicate sample will be tested for VOCs and metals and a trip blank will be
collected and analyzed for VOCs. Samples will be submitted to EAI for analysis.
2.6

Vapor Pin Installation and Soil Gas Testing

LEE will perform sub-slab soil gas testing to determine whether the identified RECs
are having a potential effect on the indoor air quality inside the building. LEE will
install Vapor Pin® soil vapor probes at four interior building locations. The
locations are shown on the Phase II ESA map in Appendix B. These locations were
selected to provide spatial coverage over the building footprint while minimizing
disruption to ongoing studio operations.
Each vapor pin will be installed into the existing cement floor. A stainless steel flush
mounted access port will be installed over the vapor pin. The thickness of the
cement floor is not known, and could be 12” or more thick. The cement floor will be
fully penetrated during drilling so that the vapor pin is exposed to the underlying
soils.
Approximately 1 week after Vapor Pin® installation, LEE will collect soil gas
samples from the vapor pins using a stainless steel collection vessel and a 2-hour
regulator. Each well will be assessed for quality assurance using Vapor Pin
protocols. Prior to testing, the pressure differential between the sub-slab soil
environment and the building’s interior space will be measured with a
Micromanometer. An outdoor air sample will be collected simultaneously to gauge
the ambient air conditions. Following testing, the soil gas sample will be collected.
The samples will be submitted to ALS Analytical of Simi Valley, California for
analysis of VOCs via EPA Method TO-15.
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2.7

Data Validation and Reporting

Following receipt of analytical data, LEE’s quality assurance officer will validate the
data according to the site-specific QAPP and LEE’s generic QAPP procedures. A
Brownfields Phase II ESA Report will be prepared for review and approval. The
reporting format specified in the July 2019 DEC I-Rule will be followed. A
description of the methodologies and results will be included. Comparison with
appropriate environmental and materials quality standards will be made. The
report will also contain: a site map, sampling locations map, groundwater contour
and contamination maps, conceptual site model, laboratory analytical data,
recommendations for additional work if necessary, conclusions, and other
recommendations, as applicable.
2.8

CCRPC Meeting

LEE will attend one meeting at CCRPC offices during or after the work is completed
to present the findings and conclusions.

3.0 ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING
Alan Liptak of LEE will manage the project including coordination, communications,
procurement of supplies, equipment and subcontractor services, and performance
of scheduled tasks. Angela Emerson of LEE will serve as the project reviewer and
quality assurance officer and will review documents and perform data validation.

4.0 PROJECT SCHEDULE
The work can take place following approval of this work plan by CCRPC. The work
will take approximately 14 weeks to complete. This includes the required 4-week
EPA QAPP approval period, four weeks to perform the fieldwork, two weeks for
laboratory data generation, and four weeks for reporting and validation.

5.0 MBE/WBE FAIR SHARE INFORMATION
LEE is not a MBE/WBE nor are its subcontractors on this project.

6.0 REFERENCES
1. LEE, Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report, 405 Pine Street,
Burlington, Vermont, July 10, 2019.
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Appendix A
Site Location Map
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Appendix B
Proposed Phase II ESA Site Map
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